
This pupil response strategy gets its name from how the pupils follow one another in 
giving their answers.  

It serves many functions: 
• Quick assessment of what pupils have learned during that class period 
• It helps pupils to recall a significant learning from a class
• Other pupilʼs comments serve as a review for the rest of the class 
• It is an active learning event in the classroom
• Fun transition between class subjects
• Helps get the ʻwigglesʼ out, and stretch the legs

How it works:
• At the end of an instructional segment each pupil is asked to quickly state one 

thing that s/he has learned.  It is that simple.  
• The comments must be short.
• Everyone should speak as quickly as possible.  
• All comments are accepted even if a cast-off comment is recalled.
• Everyone participates.
• No "editorial" comments about other people's statements (even the teacher – but 

the teacher can and should correct blatant errors).  
• Initially, the teacher should provide list with example response beginnings and 

explicitly teach the process of ʻsnakeʼ.  (After a few experiences, an entire class 
can “snake/whip” around the room in less 2 or 3 minutes. 

Example response beginnings: 
• I now know that…
• I learned…
• I was reminded of…
• I was surprised to learn that…
• I discovered…
• “Pass” with a return for comment.  

SNAKE may be used as a concept review, but is useful as a transitional activity for ALL 
subjects.

For instance, if the class is practicing counting from 1 to 10, the first pupil (usually one in the front row, on 
the far right) will stand and say “1” and then sit down. The pupil immediately beside that student will 
stand, say “2” and then sit down, and the next pupil will say “3”  … continuing until the end of the row. The 
pupil behind the last pupil will continue  with the next response.  

Pupils continue, as the counting “snakes” through the room, until the last pupil in the last row has had a 
chance to have their say.  (Note:  In the case of counting 1 to 10, once “10” is said, the next pupil will 
begin the counting again, saying “1”.)    This activity works great for a quick practice of counting numbers, 
mathematic facts, skip counting, Bible verse etc.)  As the pupils become more familiar with this activity, as 
well as the topic, it is fun to see how fast the class can “snake” through the entire class.  Be sure to vary 
where the snake begins, sometimes beginning with the pupil in the front row on the left, or on the right,  or 
the back row on the left, or a pupil in the middle of the class.           
  

SNAKE  -  (also called “Whip Around”) 


